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Abstract

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is a common arrhythmia that has major morbidity and mortality. Hypoxia plays an important role in AF initiation and maintenance. Hypoxia inducible factor (HIF), the master regulator of oxygen homeostasis in cells, plays a fundamental role in the regulation of multiple chemokines and cytokines that are involved in different physiological and pathophysiological pathways. HIF is also involved in the pathophysiology of AF induction and propagation mostly through structural remodeling such as fibrosis, however some of the cytokines discussed have even been implicated in electrical remodeling of the atria. In this article, we highlight the association between HIF and some of its related cytokines with AF. Additionally, we provide an overview of the potential diagnostic benefits of using the mentioned cytokines as AF biomarkers. Research discussed in this review suggests that the expression of these cytokines may correlate with patients who are at an increased risk of developing AF. Furthermore, cytokines that are elevated in patients with AF can assist clinicians in the diagnosis of suspect paroxysmal AF patients. Interestingly, some of the cytokines have been elevated specifically when AF is associated with a hypercoaguable state, suggeting that they could be helpful in the clinician’s and patient’s decision to begin anticoagulation. Finally, more recent research has demonstrated the promise of targeting these cytokines for the treatment of AF. While still in its early stages, tools such as neutralizing antibodies have proved to be efficacious in targetting the HIF pathway and treating or preventing AF.
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Introduction

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common clinically significant arrhythmia, and it is responsible for major morbidity and mortality.1 There are four fundamental pathophysiological mechanisms of AF including: electrical remodeling, structural remodeling, autonomic nervous system changes, and Ca2+ handling abnormalities.2,3,4 Atrial fibrosis is the most widely studied and is considered a key factor leading to the development of AF. While evidence linking AF and atrial fibrosis is substantial, it is less clear why atrial fibrosis develops. Hypoxia is hypothesized to play a major role in the pathogenesis of fibrosis. With continued atrial fibrosis, structural remodeling becomes irreversible and leads to sustained AF.5 Chronic hypoxia alters Ca2+ handling in rat cardiomyocytes, changes the expression of gap junction proteins such as connexins in mice, and induces angiotensin II production with downstream atrial fibrosis in rats and causes electrical remodeling in patients with obstructive sleep apnea (OSA).6,7,8,9 AF consumes more energy compared to non-fibrillatory states. The high energy consumption of atrial excitation leads to tissue ischemia during AF,
creating a cycle of tissue injury and remodeling. Lammers et al. reported that hypoxia causes inhomogeneous refractory periods, decreased conduction velocity and wavelength, increased conduction heterogeneity, and reentrant arrhythmias in isolated superfused rabbit left atrial preparations.

While AF can perpetuate hypoxia induced changes due to its increased oxygen demand, hypoxia is also a likely proponent in the initial development of AF for many patients. For example, OSA and nocturnal hypoxia are known to increase the rate of AF development. In fact the prevalence of OSA in patients with AF ranges from 32%-49%. OSA and chronic hypoxia have roles in the development of AF ranging from altered metabolic enzyme expression to disturbances in the autonomic nervous system to structural remodeling through atrial fibrosis. Gramley et al. studied human cardiac allograft recipients over a 10 year period and found that not only did cardiac fibrosis follow periods of hypoxia as determined by increased levels of hypoxia inducible factor-1 (HIF1), but that the resulting tissue fibrosis may have contributed to worsening hypoxia by increasing oxygen’s diffusion distance.

In addition to increasing the diffusion distance, Colucci et al. describes how cardiac remodeling and fibrosis could impair coronary microcirculation causing ischemia and decrease the transport of oxygen and other nutrients. Interestingly, even without evidence of fibrosis atrial ischemia and hypoxia promotes AF in dog animal models by causing local conduction slowing and promoting reentry. In this review, we set out to highlight important cytokines involved in the pathophysiology of AF and are regulated by HIF.

**HIF and Atrial Fibrillation**

Hypoxia activates multiple pathways. One of the most studied pathways is regulated by a transcription factor HIF-1. HIF-1 senses and responds to oxygen levels ensuring oxygen homeostasis. Specifically, when the cell is experiencing hypoxic conditions both the α and β subunits of HIF-1 bind together and localize to the nucleus where the heterodimer signals for changes in gene expression. The gene targets of the aforementioned HIF-1 response play roles in processes such as: regulating inflammation, angiogenesis, oxygen supply, cell proliferation, cell renewal, epithelial to mesenchymal transition, metastasis and invasion, redox homeostasis, apoptosis, and adaptive survival mechanisms. The HIF-1α subunit in particular has been studied in the cardiomyocytes response to hypoxia and it has been linked to the development of AF.

It has been well established that OSA causes intermittent hypoxia, which as mentioned above affects a large number of patients, especially in America. The intermittent hypoxia experienced has been associated with the activation with HIF-1 in tumors, such as colorectal cancer cells. It is reasonable to assume that a similar activation pathway occurs in cardiac myocytes, giving the association between AF and OSA mentioned above. Thijssen et al. reported an increase of HIF-1α expression in the response of goat cardiomyocytes to AF.

In the study by, Ogi et al. HIF-1α levels were elevated in patients with AF, further they hypothesized that the eventual structural remodeling was secondary to myocardial hypoxia. Interestingly, HIF-1 has been detected specifically in peri-left atrial adipose and subsequently shown to be involved in fibrotic remodeling generating a substrate for AF. In a study by Xu et al. left atrial samples from patients with permanent, persistent, and paroxysmal AF were compared to patients in sinus rhythm. They found that patients who had permanent or persistent AF had increased expression of HIF1-α from left atrial biopsies than patients with paroxysmal AF or patients in sinus rhythm suggesting that HIF1-α plays a strong role in the structural remodeling, which underlies AF initiation and propagation. There have been dozens of HIF target genes identified. These HIF targets have roles in multiple physiological and pathophysiological pathways that are mentioned above. Today, this number is still increasing.

**Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor**

Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is a major angiogenic and inflammatory cytokine, which is produced by located in ischemic tissues and growing tumors. It mediates numerous biological processes including vasculogenesis, vascular permeability, cell migration, survival, proliferation, and differentiation. There are 4 VEGF sub-types we will focus on for this review: A, B, C, and D. They bind to 3 types of VEGF-receptors (VEGF-R): 1, 2, and 3.

Expression and upregulation of VEGF is induced in cells exposed to ischemia, hypoxia, and oxidative stress.
Kim et al. demonstrated that myocardial mechanical stress enhances HIF-1 nuclear localization and subsequent VEGF upregulation in the rat myocardium. Similarly, Li et al. demonstrated that VEGF mRNA expression is increased during myocardial stretch in vivo by inflation of an intraventricular balloon in the rat heart. The magnitude of end diastolic pressures generated during this study were equivalent to those experienced in conditions such as congestive heart failure, myocardial infarction, and long-standing hypertension, as well as valvular diseases. Their group chose this method over the myocardial infarction model in order to see if VEGF would be triggered purely based on mechanical stress without the ischemic and inflammatory pathways. Seko et al. also reported that cultured rat cardiac myocytes upregulated VEGF mRNA and secreted VEGF under pulsatile mechanical stretch in vitro. In another study by Seko et al., they investigated serum levels of VEGF in patients with AF before and after defibrillation and demonstrated that VEGF levels along with TGF-β1 levels decreased significantly after defibrillation suggesting that tachycardia induced mechanical overload could increase VEGF levels. Further, mechanical overload leads to atrial stretch and remodeling which has a close relationship in the development of AF. Scridon et al. demonstrated that patients with paroxysmal AF had high peripheral and left atrial, but similar pulmonary vein levels of VEGF compared with non-AF controls. This evidence suggests that the left atrium itself is the source of the elevated VEGF in patients with paroxysmal AF. Interestingly, this paper mentions the strong correlation between mechanical stretch and VEGF levels mentioned above and suggests it as the reason for VEGF only being upregulated in paroxysmal AF patients and not persistent AF patients. They reason that because of the fibrotic changes from long standing AF, mechanical stress on the atrial walls are decreased leading to lower VEGF levels. These studies all suggest that mechanical overload can upregulate VEGF secretion by cardiac myocytes, specifically those in the left atrium.

Situations and diseases that promote cardiac ischemia and inflammation such as cardiac surgery and coronary artery disease, respectively, increase a patient’s propensity for developing AF. In fact, in a study by Granier et al. it was discovered that patients who received corticosteroids before a cardiac operation had a decreased likelihood of developing AF. While inflammation is known to promote fibrosis and thereby AF, Serban et al. postulated it also affected the electrophysiological properties of the myocardium. The group found that in patients who had stable coronary artery disease (CAD), chronic inflammation and ischemia are associated with pro-arrhythmic atrial electrical remodeling. Higher VEGF levels, used as a marker of ischemia, were found in the right atrial appendage of patients who were undergoing coronary artery bypass and were associated with an increase in the duration of atrial depolarization and a decrease in the velocity of atrial depolarization. In addition, it has been shown that VEGF increases vascular permeability and promotes edema, which can affect the electrophysiology of the heart. VEGF-induced cardiac edema results in disruption of intercalated disc’s nano-domains that in turn facilitates arrhythmias. In the study by Mezache et al., they suggest that disrupting intercalated disc’s nanodomains by VEGF-A-induced vascular leak elevates AF risk by slowing conduction.

In addition to VEGF’s effects on the development of AF, other associations with VEGF and AF have been made, including VEGF’s role in the development of hypercoagulable states. Choudhury et al. reported that AF patients have higher levels of VEGF compared to control patients and its plasma levels correlate with the level of soluble CD40 ligand. They propose that increased VEGF levels and other angiogenic factors and their interplay with platelet activation via CD40 ligand contributes to the prothrombotic state in AF. In the study by Chung et al., they analyzed plasma levels of VEGF, tissue factor (TF) and sFLT-1 in AF and control patients. They found that chronic AF was associated with increased VEGF and TF levels. They further reported that there is a significant relationship between VEGF and sFLT-1 levels with TF levels and
that is contributing to hypercoagulable state found in AF. In a similar study, high levels of VEGF in AF patients was proposed to be contributing to prothrombotic states in AF.

**Plasminogen activator inhibitor-1**

Plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1), inhibits both types of plasminogen activator, tissue and urokinase (t-PA and u-PA). PAI-1 is involved with cardiovascular disease mainly as an inhibitor to t-PA, whereas its role with u-PA is more implicated in cancer. PAI-1 is synthesized by many different cell types including cardiomycocytes, adipocytes, vascular endothelial cells, macrophages, and fibroblasts. Subsequently, due to its varied expression, PAI has been linked to fibrosis in various organs including the kidneys, liver, and heart. Importantly, it has been established that under hypoxic conditions, the expression of PAI-1 is mainly controlled by HIF-1.

It has been shown that mice deficient in PAI-1 have increased levels of t-PA and u-PA leading to inflammation and infiltration of macrophages with subsequent fibrosis. Further, a study by De With et al. demonstrated in a 392 patient, observational, prospective study, that lower levels of PAI-1 were associated with a higher incidence of AF progression (i.e. paroxysmal AF transcending to persistent or permanent AF.). The group hypothesized that lower levels of PAI-1 were associated with higher rates of fibrinolysis due to disinhibition of t-PA and u-PA leading to increased levels of fibrin degradation products which serve as chemokines for inflammatory responders such as macrophages. The inflammation therefore leads to fibrosis, which begets AF. PAI-1 has also been evaluated in patients specifically with paroxysmal AF. Negreva et al. reported that PAI-1 activity is lower in patients with paroxysmal AF compared with control patients suggesting that there is high plasma fibrinolytic activity even during the first 24 hours of the disease. Gramley et al. observed that with increasing duration of AF, PAI-1 expression decreases, which they attributed to increased atrial fibrosis. Years before even hypothesizing of mechanism for AF’s relationship with PAI-1, Pretorius et al. reported that perioperative PAI-1 levels can be predictive of developing postoperative AF in patients undergoing coronary artery bypass surgery. However, conversely to what De With et al. and Negreva et al. found, PAI-1 levels were noted to be lower in patients with sinus rhythm and higher levels of PAI were associated with an increased risk of AF development after surgeries requiring cardiopulmonary bypass surgery. Similarly, Tveit et al. showed that levels of PAI-1 were predictive of AF recurrence after electrical cardioversion. Like Pretorius et al. they found that higher levels of PAI-1 were associated with higher AF recurrence rates after cardioversion. In a recent cohort study by Mulder et al., PAI-1 and t-PA levels were elevated in AF patients. However, in their study and contrary to previous findings, there was no association between PAI-1 levels and the onset of AF.

Interestingly, groups that have looked at the relationship between PAI-1 and the hypercoagulable state of AF have found more consistent results. First, it has been shown that PAI-1 levels and markers of endothelial dysfunction have a significant positive correlation with left atrial volume. Further, a study by Otto et al. assessed the fibrinolytic deficit of patients with AF by checking levels of PAI-1 in patients with AF prior to ablation. They demonstrated that PAI-1 levels were significantly elevated at baseline and decreased levels were observed 1 month post ablation. However, despite these findings, Liles et al. reported elevated levels of PAI-1 in AF patients even after receiving oral anticoagulation. Similarly, in a study by Berge et al. AF was independently associated with higher levels of PAI-1 activity. In a canine model of AF the expression of the PAI-1 was increased in the left atrium along with significant elevation of plasma levels. This was along with decreased endocardial NOS expression and NO concentration suggesting thrombosis in AF.

**Platelet-derived growth factor**

Platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) is a growth factor that plays a significant role in angiogenesis, organogenesis, and mitogenesis. It is also involved in the proliferation of fibroblasts, osteoblasts, tenocytes, vascular smooth muscle cells and mesenchymal stem cells. It has been shown that hypoxia and HIF-1α play a major role in the regulation of PDGF activity. In fact, a study by Chen et al. demonstrated that PDGF signaling is directly related to the Jak/STAT pathway, a known transcriptional regulator of HIF expression. The group even found that inhibition of the Jak/STAT pathway reduced fibrosis in canine fibroblasts in vitro.
and attenuated fibrosis of post myocardial infarction mice.\textsuperscript{64} There are four types of PDGF, A through D, and two types of PDGF receptors, PDGFR-alpha and beta. While all of the PDGF subtypes are present normally throughout development and adulthood, altered expression of PDGF-C and PDGF-D, for example, have been shown to cause significant cardiac fibrosis in mice.\textsuperscript{65,66} In fact, many studies in mice and rats have suggested that PDGF plays an important role in the development of atrial fibrosis and AF via NFKB signaling and TGF-\(\beta\) activation.\textsuperscript{67,68} More recently, Jiang et al. has shown that PDGF-B/PDGFR-beta signaling are selectively upregulated in the atria of canine heart failure models. Differential expression of PDGF in the atria is important for atrial-selective fibrosis, a hallmark of AF. To further understand the relationship between PDGF-B/PDGFR-\(\beta\) signaling and atrial fibrosis, they studied its expression in the myocardium of patients with chronic AF versus patients in sinus rhythm by collecting right atrial samples from patients who were undergoing cardiac surgery. Concurrently, they studied the relationship between PDGF-B/PDGFR-\(\beta\) signaling and AF in canines that were in AF for either 1, 2 or, 4 weeks. In the patients with AF, an increased level of PDGF and PDGFR-\(\beta\) proteins were found in the myocardium. At the same time, they found that not only were levels of PDGF-B and PDGFR-\(\beta\) increased in the canine models with AF, but the levels continued to increase as the time spent in AF increased so that the canines in the 4 week group had higher levels of PDGF-B and PDGFR-\(\beta\) than the canines in the 1 week or 2 week group. In addition, they found that the increasing levels of collagen deposition, analyzed by trichrome staining, tracked with the increase in PDGFR-\(\beta\) specifically. Although the evidence surrounding PDGF and atrial fibrosis is more robust, studies have also shown that PDGF has a direct impact on the electrophysiologic properties of myocytes.\textsuperscript{69} As Fiset et al. points out, myofibroblasts are not typically encountered in atrial tissue, and their presence has been associated with increased levels of PDGF, which was thought to only exert only fibrotic effects\textsuperscript{70} until a paper published by Musa et al. described how inhibition of PDGF-AB prevented electrophysiological remodeling. In the study, myocytes and myofibroblasts from sheep atria were co-cultured and they found a decrease in L-type calcium current density and shortening of the action potential, both of which are known hallmarks of AF development. In addition, they found that these effects were reversed by pretreating the cells with PDGF-AB neutralizing antibody. The same trend was noted when harvested atrial myocytes were exposed directly to PDGF-AB alone and then with the neutralizing antibody.\textsuperscript{70,71} Taken all together, HIF-1\(\alpha\) regulates the fibrogenic cytokine, PDGF, which has been substantially proven to be an effector in the development of atrial fibrosis and possibly electrophysiologic changes, both of which are promoters of AF.

**Insulin-Like Growth Factor Binding Protein-3 and Insulin-Like Growth Factor-1**

Insulin-Like Growth Factor Binding Protein-3 (IGFBP-3) is the main Insulin-Like Growth Factor-1 (IGF-1) carrier protein. Felser et al. showed that cultured cells exposed to IGF-1 upregulate HIF-1\(\alpha\) expression and HIF-1\(\alpha\) was proven to be essential for the expression of IGFBP-3. This study demonstrated HIF’s lesser known role in energy and glucose metabolism when compared to its established role in oxygen homeostasis.\textsuperscript{72} Additional studies have suggested that IGF-1 is cardioprotective and low levels of IGF have been associated with increased incidence of coronary artery disease and cardiovascular mortality.\textsuperscript{73} In a study by Busch et al.\textsuperscript{74,75,76,77,78} 3160 patients were medically evaluated with a physical exam and a standard electrocardiographic assessment and had IGF-1 and IGFBP-3 serum levels drawn. The patients were followed for a median of 5.2 years and the patients were monitored for the development of AF. They found that patients with low levels of IGF-1 and low ratios of IGF-1:IGFBP-3 had an increased likelihood of developing AF.\textsuperscript{74} Their study is consistent with the previous notion that IGF-1 levels are cardioprotective. Several studies have cited reasons for this inverse relationship including: inflammation secondary to endothelial cell dysfunction, stress and hypoxia response via the mechanistic Target of Rapamycin (mTOR) pathway, antiarrhythmic properties, and the development of fibrosis.\textsuperscript{75,76,77,78} Wang et al. specifically analyzed the effects of IGF-1 on atrial fibrosis in rats and in contrast to the previous study, they found that IGF-1 plays a pro-fibrotic role, and in rats with IGF-1 silencing AF inducibility was ameliorated.\textsuperscript{79} Namely, Gonzalez-Guerra et al. demonstrated that IGF-1 deficiency was associated with a decrease in heart contractility as well as interstitial and perivascular fibrosis. Not only were mice hearts with decreased IGF-1 levels shown to be fibrotic, but the fibrotic changes were able to be reversed by supplementing the mice with IGF-1. Interestingly, the hearts that were IGF-1 deficient
and not treated with IGF-1 supplement overexpressed Serpine1, also known as PAI-1, mentioned above. The IGF-1 deficient mice that demonstrated increased Serpine1 levels were exquisitely sensitive to IGF-1 replacement. This pattern of descriptive, non-specific, and at times contradictory evidence surrounding IGF-1 and IGFBP-3 as they pertain to AF development can be convoluted. However, they all confirm the idea that IGF-1 and IGFBP-3 have a role in cardiovascular disease, including AF, and is worth studying in more detail.

**Potential for Diagnostic and/or Therapeutic Targets**

There are multiple underlying molecular mechanisms contributing to AF. Targeting these pathways utilizing different safer approaches, e.g. at the level of gene expression, have been suggested for AF treatment and prevention. Hypoxia is a known cause for the development of AF and as a direct respondent to changing oxygen levels, HIF has suggested involvement in AF physiology and pathophysiology. There has been a significant increase in the number of identified target genes that HIF regulates. Blocking HIF and proteins that it regulates have been studied as therapeutic strategies in many diseases. Some of these genes and their coded cytokines have been implicated in the development and progression of AF. The potential for targeting these cytokines as a means for preventing the development and/or progression of AF and the role of these cytokines as a potential biomarker and early diagnostic marker is still in its infancy. Wang et al. demonstrated how the different sub-types of VEGF and VEGFR act independently in AF patients. For instance, VEGF-A and VEGFR-1 levels were increased in AF, whereas VEGFR-2 levels were lower in the AF group when compared to the control group. This finding emphasized the individual roles of the VEGF and VEGF-R members. Regardless of their positive or negative correlation with AF, this research highlighted these cytokines and cytokine receptors as possible therapeutic and biomarker targets for AF. In an interesting study by Woitek et al. the authors demonstrated the cytoprotective properties of VEGF-B in a canine model of tachycardia induced dilated cardiomyopathy. They noted that the production of reactive oxygen species was significantly lower in tissue obtained from paced hearts that had been transduced with VEGF-B suggesting a safe and efficacious treatment strategy for dilated cardiomyopathy. In a similar study by Pepe et al. intramyocardial injection of VEGF-B gene delivery delayed the progression of dilated cardiomyopathy. Even though these studies are promising, more studies need to be done in atrial fibrillation to delineate possible therapeutic effects of promoting certain subtypes of VEGF or inhibiting them. Tofler and colleagues demonstrated that PAI-1 levels predict first cardiovascular disease events in Framingham Heart Study. De With et al. analyzed PAI-1 plasma levels as a factor for AF progression. Pretorius et al. demonstrated PAI-1 as a predictor and biomarker of postoperative atrial fibrillation after cardiopulmonary bypass. Targeting PDGF has been studied for AF treatment as well. As discussed previously, Musa et al. demonstrated that the inhibition of PDGF-AB signaling prevents the electromechanical remodeling of adult atrial myocytes. And they suggest that PDGF may serve as a potential therapeutic target for AF. Additionally, Busch and colleagues reported that low IGF-1:IGFBP-3 coincide with an increased incidence of AF that makes these two target suitable biomarkers of AF. Given the support for many of these cytokines as biomarkers for AF, they should also be considered as diagnostic tools and not just potential treatment targets. The suspected paroxysmal AF patient can be a diagnostic challenge, and beginning anticoagulation is not without risk. These cytokines offer a promising diagnostic tool for these patients, especially considering that some of them, VEGF, for example have been shown to have differentiated expression that correlates to the hypercoaguable state of AF patients.

**Gaps in our current knowledge**

The pathophysiological mechanisms of AF are complex and some of them are not well understood. Although recent studies have provided insight on the mechanisms and interactions of these cytokines and illustrated how they are related to HIF and AF, much remains to be elucidated. For example, multiple cytokines that HIF regulates seem to have opposing effects in different studies. For example, high PAI-1 levels were associated with sinus rhythm in some studies, but with AF in other studies and the reason for this discrepancy is not clear. Additionally, while molecular targeting of these cytokines appears to be a safe and efficacious treatment for some disease processes such as dilated cardiomyopathy, the possibility of them being treatment...
targets for AF remains hypothetical. Further studies are needed to clarify mechanisms and interactions of these cytokines and their effect on pathophysiologic processes in order to identify pharmacological targets for treatment of AF and markers of risk for the development of AF.

Discussion

Specifically, we selected VEGF, PAI-1, PDGF, IGF-1, and IGFBP-3 as model cytokines for this review because of the strong evidence that links them to both HIF and AF. These cytokines perpetuate either the development or propagation of AF through a variety of mechanisms, but most commonly they end with the promotion of atrial fibrosis and occasionally electrophysiologic remodeling. Multiple studies were done linking VEGF with HIF and AF through fibrotic and electrical changes; they were subdivided into groups that focused on triggers for VEGF upregulation including mechanical stretch, ischemia, and inflammation.\(^{34,35,36}\) PAI-1 mediates AF primarily through its role in fibrosis and while the studies investigating its role have mixed results, investigators were able to use PAI-1 levels to predict who was at higher risk of developing AF.\(^{51,54,55}\) Similarly to VEGF, PDGF was shown to have roles in both fibrotic and electrical changes leading to AF; further research demonstrated that inhibition of PDGF with a neutralizing antibody decreased the rate of AF development.\(^{69,70,71}\) Finally IGF-1 and IGFBP-3 were shown to play a fibrotic role, but additional research suggested that supplementation of IGF in already fibrotic hearts could reverse the fibrosis and diminish the increased risk of developing AF.\(^{78}\) While many of the mentioned studies focus on the associations between these cytokines, HIF, and AF, an increasing amount of research has been focusing on how levels of the cytokines can predict which patients are more likely to develop AF and how inhibition of these cytokines can prevent the development of AF.\(^{54,55,71,78}\) These studies emphasize the importance of these cytokines as potential biomarkers and/or therapeutic targets.\(^{64,65}\) Therefore, HIF and the proteins that it regulates could be promising targets for future therapy and a practical tool to predict AF development in high risk patients. All these studies have a grand impact on our understanding of the mechanisms involved in the up regulation and downstream effect of these proteins, however literature lacks studies that explore therapeutic benefits of these agents and more work needs to be done in that regard.
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